1995 honda accord crankshaft position sensor location

The crankshaft position sensor also known as the crankshaft speed sensor monitors engine
RPM and assists the crankshaft to maintain proper timing and engine valve clearance. A faulty
crankshaft position sensor can degrade idle quality, performance and engine efficiency;
possibly causing damage to your internal engine components. Park the vehicle on level ground
and engage the parking brake. Disconnect the negative battery cable for safety. Lift the vehicle
using the floor jack. Locate the front jacking plate underneath the front of the vehicle, slightly to
the right of the center. The plate is marked by an arrow. Place the jack stands on each side of
the front, about 6 inches behind the front wheels. The side mounting parts are marked by an
indentation along the bottom of the vehicle. Follow the same procedure to lift the rear. Use the
socket wrench to remove the engine brush cover under the front of the engine. Remove the
drive belt to make changing the sensor easier optional. Remove the lower timing belt cover and
the crankshaft pulley to access the crankshaft position sensor. Disconnect the electrical
modules from the crankshaft position sensor, located next to the alternator. Take off the bolts
with the socket wrench and remove the sensor. Place the new crankshaft position sensor in the
exact location as the old one. Remount the bolts and connect the electrical modules. Reattach
the crankshaft pulley and the lower timing belt cover. Put the drive belt back on if you removed
it. Reattach the engine brush guard. Use the jack to lower the vehicle and remove the jack
stands; starting with the rear. Reconnect the negative battery cable. Leonardo R. Grabkowski
has been writing professionally for more than four years. Grabkowski attended college in
Oregon. He builds websites on the side and has a slight obsession with Drupal, Joomla and
Wordpress. Step 1 Park the vehicle on level ground and engage the parking brake. Step 2 Lift
the vehicle using the floor jack. Step 3 Use the socket wrench to remove the engine brush cover
under the front of the engine. Step 4 Remove the lower timing belt cover and the crankshaft
pulley to access the crankshaft position sensor. Step 5 Disconnect the electrical modules from
the crankshaft position sensor, located next to the alternator. Step 6 Place the new crankshaft
position sensor in the exact location as the old one. References Front Jacking Points. Pliers
Floor jack 4 jack stands Socket wrench set Replacement crankshaft position sensor. Do not
attempt to lift the vehicle from the side jacking points; the entire front and rear must be lifted at
the same time to properly secure the vehicle. It measures the position of the crankshaft for
which it is sometimes called the crank angle sensor or CAS , as well as the rotational speed of
the crankshaft for which it is sometimes called the engine speed sensor, ESS, or the RPM
sensor. The crankshaft position sensor relays this information to the vehicle's onboard
computer, the engine control unit ECU. The ECU uses that info, along with inputs from other
sensors, to control systems like ignition timing and fuel injection. This keeps all the parts of the
engine well timed and working in concert. The crankshaft position sensor is essential to a
smooth-operating engine. There are different set ups for crankshaft sensors, but they tend to
work on principles of magnetism. Many crankshaft position sensors are a type of electronic
sensor known as a Hall effect sensor. A Hall effect sensor produces electricity in when it is
exposed to a magnetic field. In a crankshaft position sensor, a toothed wheel, spinning with the
crankshaft, disrupts the magnetic field. That produces a pattern of on and off switches in the
Hall Sensor that the ECU can interpret as the crankshaft speed. The faster the sensor is turning
on and off, the faster the crankshaft is spinning. While these Hall effect sensors give a digital
signal, some crankshaft position sensors produce an analog signal. They still operate on
magnetism, though. The sensor produces an electrical voltage based on fluctuations in a
magnetic field. The fluctuations are caused by the movement of metal pins in the crankshaft.
Faster spinning means more fluctuations and more voltage. The ECU is able to translate this
voltage into crankshaft speed. In either case, the timing elements, the pins or the teeth on the
wheel have to be evenly spaced to convey an accurate measure of speed. There is usually a
gap, though, which matches when one piston is at top dead center. This gap allows the sensor
to determine where the crankshaft is in its rotation in addition to its speed. The location of the
crankshaft position sensor can vary from one vehicle to another. Obviously it must be close to
the crankshaft, so it is most often located on the front underside of the engine. It can usually be
found mounted to the timing cover. Sometimes it may be mounted at the rear or the side of the
engine. Sometimes the crankshaft position sensor measures the speed of the clutch flywheel to
determine the speed of the crankshaft. In these cases, the sensor is mounted to the bell
housing of the transmission. Like with most parts, crankshaft position sensors can eventually
fail for a variety reasons. To learn more about what those reasons are, check out this article
about why crankshaft position sensors fail from the experts at 1A Auto! Orders ship same day
when ordered by 2pm ET. Need your part faster? Choose expedited shipping at checkout.
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Sensor Works There are different set ups for crankshaft sensors, but they tend to work on
principles of magnetism. Where is the Crankshaft Position Sensor Located? Guaranteed To Fit
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find parts that fit Before proceeding, select your Vehicle, to verify this Part will fit. Year I have
the EX model, 2. When I am driving it shifts normal, but if I try to accelerate to pass another
driver it acts as if the rev limiter is going off at 4, rpm and will not shift but if let foot off gas it
shifts it also will not go pass eighty mph without doing same thing. It has check engine light on,
I pulled code it blinks four times. I went on Alldata it said it was code for crank position sensor. I
went and found sensor in a pic-a-part sense they do not sell the sensor because it is in the
distributor. I tried to reset ECM to get out of limp mode after started vehicle it was good then
light turned on quickly after start up showing same code. If there is anyone that can help it
would be really appreciated. I would like to know were I should go from here. Here is the
location of the sensor and a guide to tell you how to change the sensor out. Check out the
diagrams below. Please let us know if you need anything else to get the problem fixed. Image
Click to enlarge. Was this answer. Please someone help me. There are three wires from injector
side wiring to crankshaft position sensor at the crank shaft pulley below. Two are in the CPS
and there is no other point for connection. One wire is just dangling around. Please where does
that wire goes to? It is colored red with yellow stripes. The engine light is on. I checked the
codes and it says its the engine speed sensor. The guy at the parts store talked me out of it
because he says it could be any of the sensors. The car shifts funny, idles funny, and
tachometer sometimes works but all crazy. I know the guys at the parts store are somewhat
smart, but I have been lead in the wrong direction before. I wonder where the crank angle
sensor is. If that is even it. Thanks Was this answer. Post up the code number if you want the
exact code information. You have a crankshaft fluctuation speed sensor CKF , as well as a
crankshaft position sensor. Both are completely different. You must post the code number to
retrieve proper diagnostic advice. There is a Crankshaft position sensor. Four cylinder two
wheel drive automatic. Can a Accord crank sensor work in a ? For Accord four cylinder the
crank sensor is built-in inside the distributor. I do not think Accord distributor will fit Installing a
cps and dont know the location Was this answer. Hello, Here is the location of the crankshaft
sensor below with a guide to walk you through the step of the repair. Check out the diagrams
Below. Does a 93 honda accord have a crank sensor and where is it located? Engine
Performance problem Honda Accord 4 cyl Automatic miles We are trying to repair a 91 Honda
Accord for our friend and are having problems. He said at 1st he had problems with loss of
power while driving, it seemed to him that it was not getting fuel or much of it and he couldnt
get it to go over 30 mph. Then it just quit starting all together. We found a clogged air filter and
plugs with lots of carbon deposits as well as a burnt spot on the rotor. Replaced these things as
well as dist cap and the car starts and runs. After running maybe 30 seconds to a minute the
engine revs slightly and then idles poorly, at this time the check engine light comes on. We
checked for codes and it gives a 4 blink sequence which indicates "crank angle. Does this mean
the distributor is bad? Also we noticed low oil, we added some and now suddently the check
engine does not light. It ran for a few mins just fine. Another problem is that there is a knocking
noise coming from the area of the valve cover. Friend says the noise was not there before he
started having problems. Any idea about what to check for the "crank angle" code, and what the
knocking noise could be. Is this kind of noise coming from this area considered a "spark
knock"? We did check the fuel pump and it is ok. Also fuel filter seems to be fine as well. Also
even though the check engine light does not come on, it does still start to run poorly at about
the same timing. Hi dk, Check if the noise is coming from the distributor. Quite often the shaft
bearing gives way and this would cause the nosie and also trip the Code 4 if the reluctor is
brushing against the sensor. Remove the distributor cap and check internals for abnormalities.
Check the timing belt tension as well, if it is loose, it swould cause abnormal noise around
camshaft and distributor area. We did inspect the distributor and did not see anything out of the
ordinary, nothing loose, all electrical connections ok etc. We have not checked the timing yet
because we can't find the marks. I have accessed the repair manual online on autozones
website and we know where to look for them but there is nothing there. Also it confounds us
that it runs smoothly for a minute or so before it gets rough, it seems like if the timing belt

jumped a tooth it would run bad all the time. Someone mentioned to us that possibly the
catalytic convertor could be plugged and if it overheated could cause noise in the engine. Could
this also cause it to run this way? And is there a way for us check this without taking it
somewhere? It lacks power and wont go well once it starts to run crappy Was this answer. If the
timing belt has skipped a tooth, it can run well intermittently and accelerating power would be
greatly reduced. Anyway I am not referring to skipped tooth, just that if the tension of the belts
is loose, it can cause the timing to be erratic. A clogged catalytic converter would result in
unability to accelerate more than rpm most of the time. A misfiring cylinder would cause the
catalytic converter to run red hot. You can try disconneceting the cat converter to test of it is
plugged. CEL is no longer coming on after we added the oil. But it still runs the same. The belt
tension is good. Will unhook CC and test. It's getting no fuel or spark, I replaced the distributor
and still nothing- someone suggested the crank sensor? I suspect the problem is the EFI relay
which is located on the left side upper dash high up It is a black metal relay and is a common
source of Honda problems. Good Luck Was this answer. Please login or register to post a reply.
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perfectly Purchased on Oct 03, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. The CKP monitors
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